The next
generation
in towing
safety
has arrived.

ANTI-LOCK
BRAKING

LANE CHANGE
CONTROL

TRAILER SWAY
MITIGATION

Anticipate. Assess. Respond. TOW ASSIST does it faster than you can and that’s important when
a split second decision makes all the difference for your family. This revolutionary, world-first active
safety braking technology for caravans,campers and trailers is an industry breakthrough. Get smart and
find out more at alko.com.au

TOW WITH CONFIDENCE
Developed in collaboration with Bosch, Tow Assist brings the most advanced automotive level safety systems to
caravans and trailers to protect you and all the important things in your life.

Drivers will have the confidence and piece-of-mind
with Tow Assist that their trailer is equipped with the
most advanced safety features. With features such
as ABS, sway mitigation and lane change control,
trailer owners will not only reduce flat spotting
tyres but can significantly reduce the likelihood of
losing control in the event of unpredictable road
conditions, sudden traffic changes, or evasive
manoeuvres. The system also provides an odometer
feature integrated into an engaging mobile app,
providing suggested maintenance intervals and
customer service-oriented information.
With AL-KO and Bosch, you’re in safe hands.

ELECTRIC ABS BRAKES

SWAY MITIGATION

I Keeps trailer in-line with
I Decreased chances
of jack-knifing trailer
tow vehicle during sway
during panic or dynamic
events
braking Optimized braking I Intuitively reacts with
performance by increasing
appropriate braking to
output from all brakes
ensure stability without
I Increased tyre life by
driver input
reducing flat spotting

TOWABLE ODOMETER

LANE CHANGE CONTROL

I Built-in trailer mileage
tracking accessible via
Bluetooth® app

I Automatically detects
sharp input of road
avoidance

I Identify critical
maintenance intervals
to avoid unwanted
breakdowns

I Quickly applies and
disengages brakes without
driver input

I Provides a platform for
efficient management of
rental or fleet trailers

I Compatible with OEM /
Aftermarket brake control
units.

Tow Assist is initially available to manufactures on approved components.
Tow Assist includes an electronic control unit (ECU), wiring harness, indicator light displaying system function and
diagnostic codes, and axles equipped with wheel speed sensors and tone rings.
For more information contact:
VIC:
67 Nathan Road, Dandenong South, 3175
NSW: 26 Hallstrom Place, Wetherill Park, 2164
QLD:
13 Union Circuit, Yatala, 4207

Phone: (61) 3 9767 3700
Phone: (61) 2 8784 9400
Phone: (61) 7 3386 6300

Fax: (61) 3 9767 3799
Fax: (61) 2 9725 4557
Fax: (61) 7 3386 6399
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